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Abstract 
 

Wireless sensor networks has found its advancement in sensing the physiological parameters of human body through WBAN. Such 

nodes are either implanted or surface mounted on the human body in a particular position. The main purpose of these networks is to send 

the data generated by the wearable device outside the WLAN or the Internet. The BAN will continuously monitor the psychological 

changes like blood volume pressure (BVP), Brain signals etc. Uncertainty in the normal values will result in transmit all the information 

to the respective recipient to take required treatment. If an emergency is detected, the doctor instantly updates the patient‟s health by 

sending a specific message. There is limited confidentiality, so the intruders will gather sensitive data. Public key cryptography can be 

used to create an unprotected communication channel. It also provides a convenient way to implement keys. This paper is focusing on a 

unique key generation technique called Quantum key distribution, which is used to create symmetric key method by using quantum 

properties of optics to transfer information from one Client to another in One-Time Pad manner. The special feature of the technique is to 

guarantee that the key cannot be intercepted during transmission without alerting the users to provide high authentication for received 

data. 
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1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks are often represented as a set of sensing 

element called nodes, which were able to sense the environment 

interaction between individuals and computers and even the en-

compassing surroundings.[10] Wireless Body Area Networks 

consists of in-body and on-body sensor nodes that endlessly moni-

tor patient‟s sensitive information for diagnosing and prescription. 

Some on-body nodes are used for transmission and gaming appli-

cations.[11] Wireless Sensor Networks consists of many multi-

functional sensing nodes densely arranged in a very massive re-

gion controlled by base station and are connected to the web or 

alternative networks to the wireless sensor networks. [14] Every 

sensor node consists of a radio frequency transceiver, a central 

processing unit for processing the data, a power supply like batter-

ies and memory for storing data. Such sensors are used to sense 

physical parameters like temperature, light, pressure, vibration, 

humidity, sound, radiation. [16] All of these sensor nodes acquire 

information, process the information and route the information to 

the sink node. Since the sensors are collecting user‟s personal 

medical information, privacy security and are vital elements in a 

body sensor network.[17] At the same time, the collected infor-

mation should be promptly accessible at the time of an emergency. 

But the present available data storing and accessing approaches in 

Wireless Sensor Networks are divided into 2 branches they are 

centralized approach and distributed approach.  

 

In the case of centralized approach, detected data is collected from 

individual‟s sensors and is sent back to a central location, usually 

the sink, for accessing and storing purpose. 

 

In the distributed approach, when a sensor node has generated 

some information, it stores the information regionally or at some 

selected nodes inside the network rather than instantly forwarding 

the information to a centralized location out of the network.[13] 

Then, the data is stored should be distributed to them in the 

logged-in Wireless Sensor Network can be accessed as well. 

When compared to the centralized case and distributed infor-

mation, both storing of data and accessing of data consumes less 

bandwidth since sensed data are no longer transmitted to a central-

ized location out of the network.[2] In wireless networks, the 

transfer of information is a broadcast service where the infor-

mation is distributed to all possible directions in the medium with-

in a restricted range. Wireless networks do not promise quality of 

service during transmission and possibilities of intrusion into such 

networks are terribly high since the transmission here takes place 

through the medium of air and not cables. So as to form secure 

communications around Wireless Sensor Networks, communica-

tion between the sensor nodes and base station to sensor node 

ought to be handled carefully. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

 
Cryptography is a method of data communication in a secure way 

at the presence of third parties, known as hacking person or the 

intruder. [1]Classical cryptography relies on the complexness of 
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some mathematical functions that could be a single way function. 

The safety of the sensitive data is very good, also it could not be 

taken.[5] It provides security, the only weakness of classical cryp-

tography is that it doesn‟t serve any methodology to sender and 

receiver to watch out for the existence of any intruder around it. 

And the typically used classical cryptographic technique is RSA 

that depends on problem of factorization of numbers that are ob-

tained by product of 2 giant primes. Wireless Body area sensor 

networks have the full form of lightweight Identity-Based Encryp-

tion. Privacy & balanced secure can be achieved by protocols with 

the help of accessibility.[3] Here, Security keys count of „n‟ re-

leased by our proposed scheme. For generating the n+ 1 key, the 

master key can be accessible. We have a typical of novel in BSN, 

communication of inter sensor security which is also known as 

Physiological Value based Security. this can be simply called as 

PVS. By keep secreting the values of physiological, this system 

allotted a key with a message.  Our system is in use if the whole 

sensors observes and measures signals of single IPI which are like 

values of Physiology that are much difficult. [6] These are accu-

rate for removing a complete distribution of keys. In 2011 another 

typical system came into exist. With help of BSN, the patient can 

be monitored who is in home in this system. This is helpful for the 

senior citizen patients who want continuous monitoring at home. 

As this not used the security which is end to end, it not considera-

ble.[5] Again in 2011, another technique came into existence 

which is like Wireless Body Network Attacks In this data can be 

sent and receive using Wireless Body Area Networks i.e wireless 

sensors from specific or authorised to registered sources. For 

overcoming the attacks, it used the digital certificates. In 2009, a 

scheme of Wireless Body Networks distributed key management 

came. Here, at first the server and nodes of servers are preloaded 

with some keys. If initial key is agreed then remaining keys are 

wasted.  

 

3. State of Art 

 
Because quantum system is useful for all types of classical cryp-

tosystems, but it has these missing shortcomings in the classic 

cryptosystem in mind, individuals began to assume outside the 

range of it for securing future transmission. Quantum cryptog-

raphy can find solutions for almost all of the flaws found in classi-

cal cryptosystem.[19] For the first time in cryptography, quantum 

mechanical forces are used to obtain a secure unconditional cryp-

tography system. In the initial part we discuss regarding secure 

key management technique, second next part includes the discus-

sion regarding the quantum cryptography, and in last part, we 

implement the quantum cryptography in wireless local area net-

work. 

 

4. Quantum Key Distribution Encryption  

 
4.1 Secure Key Management Technique  

 
The proposed & implemented system is the Wireless Body Area 

Network mechanism for secure key management. It having the 

Wireless Body Area Networks set which is connecting to server of 

backend.[7] With the help of internet, the sensor measured infor-

mation of biometric from node of the sensor to the server of mas-

ter with the relay of Backend server. Based on a id of a node every 

sensor find out the server of the master.[19] A secret key which is 

unique can be generated master server for every node of the sensor. 

If a node want to go for a network then that node send request to 

master server which is protected with MAC through server of 

backend.[5] The MAC can be verified by master server provides 

message& master key to that node and again it transmitted to the 

backend server. The key belongs of the message & master can be 

encrypted by backend server and transmitted the particular node of 

the sensor for starting the process of the joining. After completion 

of receiving the keys by all nodes, the rekeying time can be 

scheduled by BS for refreshing the master key.  

 

4.2 The Proposed Architecture 

 
Wireless Body Area Networks set that consists of, Server of 

Backend (BS) & Server of Master (MS). 

 

Figure 1 describes a network of Wireless Body Area Network 

having a sensor that is deployed in human body. All these are 

having the communication with Backend Server.[15] Wireless 

Body Area Networks connected to the Backend Server are having 

a communication network with the Master Server. 

 

a. Message Key (Kmsg) 
 

It is used for providing communication between backend server & 

nodes of all sensors.   

 

b. Master Key (Kmas)  
 

With help of rekeying scheduling, its refresh message key. 

 

c. Secret key (Ksec) 
 

Security key is unique key. it can be sharable to master server. 

Each is node having a separate security key. 

Fig.1. System Architecture 

 

4.3 Storage Server Architecture 

 
A storage server will process the data and stores the data in stor-

age devices or servers. A streaming server deployment requires at 

least one metadata server (the primary storage server). All the data 

is saved in storage devices or servers (files, blocks, object storage) 

or folders, is presented to both the system storing it and the system 

retrieving it in the same format. Install the metadata server before 

installing any normal servers. File storage architecture is also 

called as file-based storage architecture, which stores data in 

a metadata server. Data can be accessed using the Network File 

System (NFS) protocol. Parallel Network File System (pNFS) is 

part of the Network File System that allows all the clients to ac-

cess storage devices directly. This is achieved by separating data 

and metadata and moving the metadata server out of the data path. 
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.   

Fig.2. Storage Server Architecture 

 

4.3.1. Manual Authentication Technique 

 
For transmitting the manual data among the all devices, it uses the 

wireless devices & wireless channel authentication. [9] Reproduc-

tion of output data to one appliance to another device, Two devic-

es output comparison; enter same information in both device can 

be done in transfer of data manually.[8] Here no need of entering 

the data by user. Usually, the person has to enter 32 binary digits.  

 

4.4 Implementation of Quantum Key Cryptography 

 
1. The encryption & authentication is necessary for every trans-

mitted message in network.[18] The symmetric key shared with 

SensorNodes and Master Server is given by 

 

SNi K k (SN )sy sec i = λ   --                                                ----(1) 

λ is function of pseudo random. 

Ksec (SNi) = secret key. 

 

SNi - the server of master sent a master key to each node which is 

unique after authentication Successful. 

 

2.Two sub keys holed by Ksec, those are key for encryption key 

(ke) & key for Message Authentication Code. 

   (kmac): K k K M e mac = +  ---                                                (2) 

    Ksec SN MS i ←                                                                       (3) 

3. If the a data transmitted from Sensor node to Master server, 

then it can be encrypted with the help of  ke & signed; by using 

MAC key Kmac - before transmission. Format for this is  

     SN MS :{d | t } mac(K {d | t } ) i s ke,   

mac  s ke →                                                                                  (4) 

I. data represented as D 

II. Time stamp while the data transmission done represent 

as Ts 

III. mac (K, d) for  message computation authentication 

code  

IV. Message - d with key K.  

If any node data received by Master Server. it verifies data and 

then decrypted. With the help of Key of encryption and MAC, a 

secure connection can be established. 

 

4.4.1. Initialization 

 
For joining into a network, with the help of Master Server,[18] 

The nodes of each sensor has been initialized.  Here, sharing of 

symmetric key done between Master Server& Backend Server. By 

using the private & channel of out band all this process can be 

done. Depending on the nodes of sensor physical characteristics, 

Authenticate & private channel creation can be done.[12] Confi-

dently we can transmit the data via channel, integrity of data & 

authentication are all obtained in this method. Here, the gateway 

function done by backup server. The communication in between 

nodes of WBNS & server of master activates the node of Sensor 

SNi securely in this private channel. Out-of-band channel transfer-

ring of data involves the following steps.  

 

1. Master server receives the ID of SNi from Sensor node – ID 

SN MS i → ------------                                                                - (5) 

 

2. In explicit nature, this can be done. Because of special proper-

ties of Out of band channel, SNi ID can be done implicitly.  

3. The Secret key which is randomly generated by Master server 

send to the  

SNi  -Ksec SN MS i ←--------                                                       (6) 

 

Ksec stores in Sensor node as well as in Master server of memo-

ries. So we can say that the each nose of Sensor SNi having a 

separate KSec Secrete key.  And it also having a unique Counter 

(C) which have the 0 initial values i.e (CTR→0) is in buffers of 

sensor.. To prevent attacks reply & consistency guarantee, counter 

values are helpful. [20] Every time the value of the counter in-

creased by one after accessing it. 

 

4.4.2. Joining of Nodes  

 
In the below prospects, network added the new nodes, to monitor 

Biometrics, New nodes development done, Node device Malfunc-

tioning, below algorithm describes the joining of nodes procedure: 

 

4.4.3. A join request (JREQ) forwarded by Sensor Node 

i to Base station 

 
1. Sensor Node sends a join request to the Base Station. 

JREQ SN BS i ←                                                                          (7) 

2. With help of Ksec generated by MAC while SNi Joining, The 

protection of JREQ done -sec JREQ : MAC _ K BS sends   

JREQ to MS: JREQ BS MS → MS                                               (8) 

Verification of the MAC and message key Kmsg generated initial-

ly and Node of master key Kmas sending to  

BS - MS BS K K msg mas + → BS -                                             (9) 

 

Kmsg with Kmas encrypts & forward to the Sensor Node 

  EK {K } mas msg BS SN → i                                                    (10) 

 

4.5 One-Time Pad Manner  

 
A One-time pad is a symmetrical cryptosystem that is a form of 

cryptosystem that has been verified as indestructible even if it is 

forced to apply. Each character or bit of the plaintext is encrypted 
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with a standard addition of a character or bit of a secret random 

key (or pad) of a similar length as the plaintext, changing it into a 

cipher text. OTP cannot be unbreakable if any of the following 

conditions is endangered.[4] If key information of Master Server 

received by SNi, The time period of rekeying done for refreshing 

the key of the msaster server. The rekeying period can be broad-

casted by BS with Kmsg which is newly updated, encrypting done 

with Kmas to Nodes of sensors SNi -  EK {K } mas msg BS SN 

→ i rekeying request (RE_REQ) can be send by Sensor Node i, in 

the period of rekeying request (RE_REQ) send via Backend Serv-

er  to the Master Server - RE _ REQ i RE _ REQ SN BS (Authen-

tication channel) MS → → MS updated the  master key K‟mas 

which is newly generated sends to K‟mas that can be encrypted 

with Ksec for All Sni respectvely : 

    Ek ' mas{K } msg MS SN → i ------- (11) 

 

5. Proposed Algorithm: 

 
1st Step: WBANs set,; Server of Master; server of Backend; in-

cluded in proposed architecture is .network of WBN having the 

some sensors consists of few sensor devices deployed on a human 

body which are connected to a Backend Server (BS) 

 

 Step 2: The Server of backend server and master having a shared 

symmetric key. All nodes of the sensors find outs the sever of the 

master the master server with the help of a node id, after that Ksec 

generated for each node by Master server 

 

 Step 3:  if a node wish to enter into a network, it requested the 

master server by sending the REQ. Message Authentication Code 

protect the REQ with the help of secret key of ksec for node join-

ing 

Step 4: After getting the Message of request, it can be transferred 

from back end server to master server.  

 

Step 5: MAC can be verified by master server initial message key 

kmsg can be generated by master key kmas for each node trans-

ferred to backend server  

 

Step 6:  kmsg encryption with kmas did with backend server. 

Transmitted to sensor nodes  

 

Step 7: After whole nodes receiving the information of key from 

server of master server, & BS scheduled rekeying time for refresh-

ing master key 

 

6. Results  

 
6.1. Simulation Parameters 

 
The NetBeans IDE 8.1 is utilized for simulating the proposed 

Secure Key Management Technique. 

 

6.2. Implementation 

 
According to the QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION PROTOCOL 

a high quality pseudo random number is generated and distributed 

as a secret key. 

 

 
Fig.3. Quantum Key Distribution Protocol 

 

All the data that is collected during registration process of the 

DATA OWNER is stored successfully.  

 
Fig.4. Data Owner 

 

The symmetric key that is generated first is shared with Sensor 

Nodes and Master Server. Message Key (Kmsg) is for providing a 

communication between backend server & nodes of all sen-

sors.  Master Key (Kmas) is with help of rekeying scheduling, it 

will refresh message key.Secret key (Ksec) or Security key is 

unique key. it can be sharable to master server. Each node having 

a separate security key. 

 
Fig.5. Original keys 

 

7. Conclusion 

 
Wireless Body Area Network Secure key management method 

proposed in this study is interfaced to the server of the backend in 

the implemented architecture. By using the internet, sensors node 

measure data of the biometric that is sent to a server which acts as 

master by Backend server.[20] Based on Quantum Key Cryptog-

raphy, data is security is maintained on the sensitive data during 

transmission with the help of quantum mechanics where photons 

are used for communicating with other location. Due to the usage 
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of light medium for transmission of key through One Time Pad 

Manner, the results obtained in simulation in proposed work de-

pict considerable packet delivery ratio, less overhead & delay and 

highly secured data with no loss.  
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